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Rural stewardship has been a focus of much natural resource management policy in Australia and elsewhere. Despite landowners professing stewardship, some researchers have cast doubt on the utility of the concept due to its vagueness and difficulties of associating attitudes with behaviour. In contrast I argue that stewardship should remain an important concept for understanding rural cultures, landholder practices, and the politics of land. Stewardship, however, needs to be understood as emergent, as a ‘dwelt achievement’, as having temporal depth, and as being part of the production of socio-natures. Moreover, as a key vernacular practice, its capacities and vulnerabilities require critical interpretation. I pursue these issues through an analysis of twentieth century pastoral stewardship in Central Australian rangelands where land use ideals have long been tested by aridity and low productivity. Arid zone pastoralism has also been subject to ongoing critique and re-evaluation as ecological and other values challenge pastoral practice and the very presence of pastoralism. Pastoralists have responded with varying articulations of stewardship. These share consistent foundations even as their form changes. I use Anderson’s (1997) idea of ‘critical domestication’ to underpin this analysis and show that pastoral stewardship has been, and continues to be, characterised by interpolations of order and chaos in nature and of continuity and discontinuity. With its focus on humanist ontologies of human distinction from the natural world rather than specific land use ideals, critical domestication provides a framework for critically interpreting these interpolations in landscapes where ideals such as cultivation and closer settlement have not been achieved. Allying with this framework with recent perspectives on the agency and materiality of nature, I also show that stewardship is not solely a human achievement, but is co-produced by environmental variability, plants, and domestic and feral animals such as cattle and rabbits.
Introduction

In the rangelands of Central Australia, quintessential ‘outback’ country, the pastoralists whose sprawling cattle stations occupy much of the land have a strong sense of achievement in their survival in an environment characterised by low productivity, aridity, and climatic extremes. This pride often manifests itself in stewardship claims; that, through reciprocal relationships with land, pastoralists have sustained the land and have been sustained by it. Such claims evoke a sense of place, care, and of stewardship, but they are never innocent; they exist within a history of conflict over land use, land management, and indigenous land rights (Gill, 2005). Yet engendering stewardship has been and is a key plank of natural resource policy in Australia. In such contexts, vernacular forms of landholder stewardship require analysis for both their capacities and vulnerabilities (Head, 2010).

My primary aims are twofold. First I aim to articulate a concept of stewardship that goes beyond its current conceptualisation in much rural research as a bundle of attitudes and practices. I do this by considering stewardship as more fundamentally a moral stance about land use and as one that is constituted through distributed agency; in this case through the evolution of pastoral culture in concert with environmental change and the agency of non-humans. Second, I aim to critically assess the evolution of stewardship in 20th-century Central Australian pastoralism. To meet these aims I draw upon Anderson’s (1997) concept of critical domestication. This notion provides a framework for assessing claims to practices of care that explicitly looks beyond temporal boundaries and beyond humanism. By examining key moments at which articulations of stewardship have been made in the southern Northern Territory I identify continuities across different articulations of stewardship over time. I demonstrate the importance of symbolic values associated with pastoralist beliefs and activities, the strong links of these with their ‘regional sense of history and sense of place’ (Burton, 2004), and the importance of socio-environmental change in the accretion of ‘dwelt achievements’ (Jepson et al., 2011).
Variability and the Interpretation of Arid Zone Pastoralism

In addition to the constraints of arid zone environments pastoralism faces challenges posed by economic change, indigenous interests in land, and environmental critiques (Holmes, 2002; MacLean, 2009). Indeed, following an Australian High Court decision in 1996, in which it was found that indigenous property rights could persist on leasehold pastoral properties, pastoralists found themselves at the centre of national conflict about indigenous reconciliation (Gill, 2005). More generally, Australian rangelands have become increasingly subject to ‘global values of environmental protection’ (Woods, 2007, p.493) and critiques and campaigns mounted by environmentalists (Gill, 2005). Far from being an untouched ‘wilderness’ or timeless ‘outback’, Australian rangelands are characterised by high rates of plant, bird, and mammal extinction and vulnerability (Letnic, 2000). Concerns about soil erosion, pasture decline, and the impacts of feral animals have long featured in their history (Heathcote, 1987).

Moreover, while views of the inland as barren or monotonous (Haynes, 1998), arid rangelands such as in Central Australian are extremely variable in time and space. Episodic events such as a major flood, an extended dry period, or heavy grazing can shift landscapes or smaller areas to dramatically different vegetative or geomorphic states (Morton et al., 1995; Westoby et al., 1989). Rainfall itself is highly variable; annual rainfall is skewed to low totals with occasional years of high rainfall, characterised by mostly small events with occasional very large falls. Plant growth is geared towards the larger, more occasional falls and rainfall timing and magnitude influence which species germinate. Land management histories can also considerably influence the composition of vegetation (Griffin & Friedel, 1985). Separating the influences of cattle grazing from the myriad non-grazing variables that influence plant assemblages is a complicating feature of arid zone ecology and conflicts.

Ecological interpretations that emphasise variability have been particularly influential since the 1980s. They also, as is shown below, share significant common ground with interpretations pastoralists themselves of environmental processes. However, while many arid zone ecologists have long argued the need to reform land use (Morton et al., 1995; Ratcliffe, 1947), pastoralists more often find confirmation of the value of pastoral settlement. This divergence highlights the importance of recognising the cultural contexts within which environmental knowledge develops.
Variability helps make two important points here. First, I am dealing with conditions of always incomplete knowledge of a perpetually confounding and fluid nature (Lorimer, 2010). Second I engage with, ‘temporality and movement’ to produce accounts of landscape and nature (Cresswell, 2003, p.280). I enlarge upon previous historical geographies of the fate of European land settlement ideals in Australia (Heathcote, 1987; Powell, 1977) in an account of the role of the lively and complicated behaviour of non-humans in the cultural politics of land use in the Australian inland. However, I do not simply reiterate the failure of these ideals as manifest in the lack of closer settlement across the inland. Nor do I use the common yet limited lens of European adaptation to a new environment (Head, 2010). Instead I identify the distinctions between order and disorder, and between states of nature and states of civilised accommodation with nature that underpin the ideals. I trace the persistence, malleability, and reproduction of these distinctions into late twentieth century rangelands.

**Stewardship and domestication**

A key element of Australian environmental policy has been the aim of inculcating a stewardship ethic amongst rural landholders (Lawrence et al., 2004). The appeal of this aim has been a significant factor in the development and funding of major federal programs such as the Decade of Landcare and its successors such as the current ‘Caring for Country’ program. Yet research has consistently cast doubt on the utility of the concept as it has been used in policy, showing, for example, that there is little relationship between positive attitudes about environmental protection and adoption of certain land management techniques (Cary & Webb, 2001; Curtis & De Lacy, 1996; Curtis & de Lacy, 1998; Pannell et al., 2006; Sayre, 2004). This is despite the fact that the same research has often found that a stewardship ethic is strong amongst rural landholders. One conclusion arising from this finding is that the concept of stewardship is of questionable utility. Echoing earlier US research (Buttel, 1992), Lawrence et al (2004) suggest that ideas commonly associated with stewardship such as protecting the environment for future generations are vague and unlikely to meet any disagreement. In part this is a function of how stewardship has been approached. The research tends to define stewardship in terms such as passing the land on undamaged and sustainability. It is tied strongly to ‘best practice’ land management techniques as defined by scientists and managers. The concept is then operationalised in surveys designed to elicit scores on attitudes, beliefs, and adoption – for a rangelands example see Holmes and Day (1995).
Related research in landholder management and adoption practices, however, provides insights that suggest the potential utility of a broader concept of stewardship. Most significant is the principle that farming is a practice ‘governed, informed and regulated by social processes’ (Vanclay, 2004, p. 213). Significantly landholders generally want to undertake ‘good farm management’, the notion of which is complex and dynamic. In this paper I use critical domestication to enlarge on the formation of ideas of ‘good’ management, contributing a cultural perspective to recent work on pastoral knowledge in rangelands (Gill, 2006; Knapp & Fernandez-Gimenez, 2009).

Thus stewardship is uncoupled from any particular set of practices or ways of doing farming or grazing. Further, I argue here, stewardship as a focus of research should be uncoupled from any particular temporal context and associated disciplinary framings of land and environment. Stewardship is better seen as constantly reformulated as landholders struggle to accrue the cultural capital needed for legitimation of what stands as looking after land at particular junctures of time and space (Harrison et al., 1998; Richards & Lawrence, 2008). In this context much existing rangelands survey-based social research such as Holmes and Day (1995) invites further scrutiny of pastoralist conceptions of responsibility, production, environment, and the relationships and tensions between them.

Building on the idea that stewardship is primarily about ‘looking after the land’ (Worrell & Appleby, 2000), I use stewardship to refer to landowners’ sense of what constitutes responsible and moral land use and management. There is, however, no reason to assume that notions of care and connection are innately associated with morality, goodness, and openness to others (Howitt & Suchet-Pearson, 2006; Ingold, 2005). Indeed the opposite may be true – ‘a seemingly commonsensical orientation towards the future, in a society built upon destruction, enables regimes of violence to continue their work while claiming the high moral ground of making a better future’ (Rose, 2004, p. 15). I use morality in the descriptive sense often used regarding moral geographies; ‘its use being informed by a[n]…assumption that senses of moral order are produced through environmental and spatial practices that are always bound up with relations of power’ and by ‘suspicion regarding any claim to being able to define morality’ (Gregory et al., 2009, p.479). In this use stewardship is more flexible and not tied to modern conceptions of sustainability, care, or best practice. This use is in contrast to a normative approach to morality concerning stewardship such as invoked by
Freudenberger and Freudenberger (1994). I conceive of landholder stewardship as being always under construction, transitory, as being explicitly historically and spatially situated, and as morally ambiguous. Moreover, I argue, nature is similarly not a backdrop to stewardship, but is a key part of the contingencies which constitute it.

To open up pastoral stewardship for critical inspection I will draw on Anderson’s notion of critical domestication (Anderson, 1997). At first glance conventional notions of domestication founded variously in evolutionary perspectives, the expansion and/or cultivation of plants and animals, or on the application of agrarian ideals seem particularly relevant in Australia (for example see Crosby, 2004; Powell, 1977; Tonts et al., 2010). Teleological ideas of improvement were key elements of the biblically-justified, empire-building brand of stewardship popular as the British established Australian colonies and sought to establish agriculture and grazing across Australia (Heathcote, 1965). Anderson's point, however, is that domestication has a deeper and more complex history. The exploration of this history has been inhibited by uncritical adherence to an evolutionary conception of domestication and which is focused on human agency and on humanity as achieved by an ascent out of nature (Anderson, 2007).

Anderson characterizes the scope of critical domestication:

[an] extensive framework of ideas about 'human' uniqueness and dominion, a key material basis of which...lay in domestication of the nonhuman world. This was a source of ideas about perfectibility under selection practices, of improvement towards the goal of cultivating the wild, of mitigating backwardness, of reigning in and 'fixing' wildness to a settled point (Anderson, 1997, p. 475).

This takes domestication beyond a model of ‘cultural transfer’ from the imperial centre to the antipodes to examine how it plays out in amid various social relations. This draws attention to concrete practices by which the wild is civilized and to the ‘modalities of power’ that are part of such processes. This civilizing is not necessarily only in the sense of material transformation, but also in the sense of the wild being drawn ‘into...the boundaries of the known (Anderson, 1997, p. 475 & 481). Seeing domestication in a deeper temporal setting mitigates against reproducing domestication as framed at the time of colonization. Instead of being a ‘transhistorical process of evolution's unfolding’ it has ‘diverse underpinning
moralities, contradictory manifest forms, and is open to rupture and reversal’ (Anderson, 1997, p.481).

In Australian rangelands where pastoralism continues to be challenged by alternative values, interests, and economic pressure (Holmes, 2010), this concept of domestication is relevant for at least three reasons. Primarily, it expands the timeframe within which to consider pastoral stewardship and thus see it as emergent rather than fixed. It can be used to consider diverse historical settings and processes by which realms of human/civilisation/order and nature/wildness/chaos have long been made, negotiated and remade as life sources are transformed and brought from chaotic ‘agrios’ into a civilised ‘domus’. This is particularly relevant to extending the scholarship of rangelands where the environmental transformations and arrival of ‘civilisation’ wrought by the manifestations of agrarian visions and policies of ‘improvement’ (Meinig, 1988) - closer settlement, a resident yeomanry, cultivation, - have largely not eventuated except perhaps in increased fencing and bore development to meet modern herd management requirements (Anderson, 2007; Head, 1999). Instead ‘wildness’ remains in the sense of extremely sparse settlement, predominant reliance on ‘natural’ pastures, and the influence of the environmental variability outlined above. In vernacular terms we have the ‘wilderness’ of Outback Australia, not the prosaic paddocks and small towns of cropping belts. Yet, as I argue in this paper, pastoralist claims to stewardship over time rely on representations of people, cattle, and land that embody many of the tropes of improvement and domestication. This embodiment, however, is in often contradictory ways in which order is in tension with wildness as much as in transcendence. Eschewing linearity and necessities of form yet acknowledging their power in the formation of dominion, critical domestication can help make sense of such contradictions and tensions. Second, over time this process of making and distinguishing between these binary realms has ‘drawn on a mix of moralities’ (Anderson, 1997, p.478), well suited to a critical analysis of stewardship over various time periods. Third, the concept is not human-centric, its forms are characterised by the distributed agency of both humans and non-humans.

To apply this concept of critical domestication I trace the reverberations of selected key moments to ‘acknowledge ontologically the vitalism and materiality of non-human entities’ (Anderson, 2003, p. 425; Nygren & Rikoon, 2009; Whatmore, 2002) and the ‘constitutive force of things in social and political life’ (Braun, 2008). To examine the role of variability in constituting culture-natures (Hinchliffe, 2008; Whatmore, 2006), my focus is on certain
large-scale events, the various roles of selected animals, and micro-scale biophysical processes. Variability and agency are key constitutive elements of the assemblages of nature and culture in CA, and, I argue, important in iteratively shaping pastoral stewardship. This historical-geographic perspective on the "coproduction of socionature" (Bakker & Bridge, 2006, p. 19) is valuable for a sense of materiality in which the "things… that make a difference in the way social relations unfold are not pre-given substrates that invariably enable and constrain social action, but are themselves historical products of material, representational and symbolic practices" (Bakker & Bridge, 2006, p. 18). The vitality of things other than humans and their capacity to act and have an effect is not an essential property of them (Braun, 2008) but something that varies according to the times within which they act, the encounters with humans that they have, and their particular expression within both these sets of parameters (Jones & Cloke, 2002). Their agency is an ‘emergent property of network associations rather than a property inherent in discrete entities’ (Bakker & Bridge, 2006, p.19). This approach is not without antecedent in cultural ecology (Leff, 1985) but differs in ontology, including in its treatment of the agency of nature which, as used here, does not precede culture (Head, 2007; Ingold, 2000).

Methods

My empirical material comprises key ‘moments’ of stewardship over the twentieth century as identified through fieldwork and historical research in the Alice Springs Pastoral District (ASPD) in the southern NT. It encompasses observations of environmental change in the early and mid twentieth century. I also draw on material relating to a significant drought in the 1960s when there was a significant encounter between pastoralists and early proponents of ecological concern about rangelands. I trace resonances of this encounter into the late 20th century. Finally, I draw upon a high profile case where pastoral stewardship was aligned with environmental concern during the Australian Decade of Landcare. This program, now significantly altered (Lane et al., 2009), ran from 1990-1999. It was a groundbreaking program with the overall aim of promoting sustainable rural land use (Curtis & Lockwood, 2000). Its most significant element has been landholder groups using government and their own resources to tackle land management problems. In CA this occurred through the formation of a pastoralist Landcare group (the Centralian Land Management Association, CLMA) which promotes changed pastoral land management and which has acted as a public voice for pastoralists (Gill, 2004).
I draw upon ethnographic fieldwork, interviews with pastoralists, and oral histories recorded by the author and held by the Northern Territory Archives Service (NTAS).

The fieldwork component of the study examined pastoralist conceptions of nature and environment, their relationships to land, and the processes by which these relationships developed and are sustained. This fieldwork included semi-structured interviews with 34 pastoralists on 16 stations. This is approximately 22% percent of the stations in the ASPD. Five retired pastoralists and three staff members of the CLMA and Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association (NTCA) were also interviewed. The fieldwork also included travelling around stations with pastoralists in the course of their work, working (mustering, branding, trucking cattle, vehicle repair, water drilling, ‘bore runs’, fence repair, butchering etc) on stations for up to several days, and attending Landcare meetings and field days. A field journal was kept over a two year fieldwork period and I also draw on documentary sources held by the NTAS, the National Archives of Australia, and the Arid Zone Research Institute in Alice Springs. In order to make sense of this disparate information coding was used to break the information down. This essentially involved an iterative and reflective process of triangulation across the sources and classifying the information according to categories derived both from the research aims, from ongoing research activities and the material itself (Patton, 2002). For example, the statements, concepts or ideas about land expressed by pastoralists were captured in a range of evolving categories. This facilitated historical contextualization of recent events and meanings. The key ‘moments’ and the selected data that I present in this paper emerged from this analytical process. In this paper each ‘moment’ is necessarily concise, further or parallel details for themes such as pastoral experiential knowledge and the operations of the CLMA can be seen in Gill (2003; 2004).

**Pastoral Stewardship: Chaos and Order**

*Rain, plants, renewal, and complexity*

From 1958 to 1965, the Central Australian pastoral industry experienced the longest extended period of below median rainfall since 1874, when records began at Alice Springs (Figure One). It was a significant event for the development of pastoral culture in relation to environmental change (Ling, 2010) and the 1958-65 drought and surrounding events resonated in pastoral culture into the 1990s.
Pastoralism came under considerable criticism at the time and debate included the possibility of destocking the region (Northern Territory Land Board, 1964). Critics included the government botanist, George Chippendale, who undertook some of the first Central Australian research on the impacts of cattle grazing (for example Chippendale, 1963). The Central Australian Pastoralists’ Association argued that, in contrast to such ‘technically sound’ but unseasoned people, pastoralists knew the true productivity of the land from long experience and invited the NT Administrator to visit properties where pasture was abundant on previously denuded land:

To the men who have worked this country for years and seen it respond after previous drought conditions, there is nothing remarkable in this, but only a normal cycle of nature (National Archives of Australia: F1, 972/3720, CPA Secretary to NT Administrator 18/5/1962).

These views were echoed in pastoralist verbal submissions to the NT Land Board’s 1964 inquiry into the drought\(^1\). For example, one told the Land Board:

It’s marvelous to see the growth of feed and the fattening propensity of the feed mostly after a prolonged drought, especially if we get good rain. I know myself after all…this drought in 1962 we got below average rainfall but we got the bullocks fattened in a very short time. It picks up very very quickly in this country.

Not only is the country seen as resilient but, as the above statement implies, and as other pastoralists state, extended and close experience of the land is required to develop knowledge of its resilience. Such invocations of faith in the land and descriptions of previous cycles of drought and recovery are articulated by many pastoralists who gave evidence. Consistently, they argue for a powerful collective pastoral knowledge of these cycles in Central Australia, for individual knowledge formed by experience but tempered by length on the land, and for deference to ‘old timers’ whose experience exceeded that of the current generation.

The rains of 1966, and subsequent high rainfalls from 1973-1978 that allowed cattle numbers to expand far in excess of previous numbers, brought changes in the vegetation (Griffin & Friedel, 1985) that vindicated pastoralist faith in the land. In their view the country ‘came back’. This refers to faith and belief in the resilience of country and its ability to again more
produce pasture and other growth following apparent barrenness. As a former pastoralist wrote at the time, pastoralists didn’t leave because they had the ‘faith to struggle on because they…believe in the country and its ability to recover (Anonymous, 1966, p.27). In this view, the country is reborn, its fertility undamaged by drought or by cattle. While the idea that country ‘comes back’ is not uncontested among pastoralists today (Gill, 2004), as I discuss in other contexts below, the underpinning ideal of reciprocity between pastoralist and country is evident in various other expressions of stewardship including more recent ones.

The 1970s rains triggered wide-scale establishment of shrubs that remains evident. North of Alice Springs, densities of mulga were recorded at up to three thousand individuals per hectare (Griffin & Friedel, 1985). While ecologists suggest that the shrub establishment was as much a function of the ecology of historically intense cattle grazing (Griffin & Friedel, 1985), the vegetative growth after the drought is taken by pastoralists as evidence of resilience and of their knowledge of the land relative to those they see as transient outsiders. For example, in response to 1990s allegations of overgrazing, a retired pastoralist said:

I remember in our sixties drought…we had botanists telling us how the country's been buggered by overstocking and it would never ever recover. And of course…none of them came back. When it did rain… this country came back better than it ever was. Now, the old, old fellows that were here in the thirties drought used to say: 'Don't worry boy, she'll recover. It’s good country. When the rains come she'll come back. And it did (NTAS Oral History TS922).

This view was also evident among other pastoralists in the 1990s. For example, during fieldwork a pastoralist in his fifties who had reduced his stocking rates by over fifty per cent since the 1970s peak, nonetheless argued that ‘you cannot overstock, the country will kill you before you kill it’. He emphasised the power of natural processes in driving change - ‘you can’t hold back nature’ – and the long time scales of observation needed to have any chance of comprehending what was occurring: ‘you can’t tell anything in five or ten years what’s going on in the country, because you can’t tell what the country’s doing’. Like other pastoralists, in a refinement of the ‘country comes back’ argument, he argued that discerning relationships between stocking history, rain, and the nature of vegetation was extremely difficult. He suggested that unpalatable species may germinate after one rainfall event causing him to think the country was ‘buggered’, only to have the area produce palatable pasture species in following rain. Similarly, pastoralists argued, and have long and
consistently done so, that they observe that unstocked country can be in just as poor vegetative condition as stocked country, and that stocked country can be in good condition while unused country is bare. In separate conversations the young adult sons of the pastoralist above broadly agreed. While they conceded that that the environment is multidirectional, they contended that its complexity demanded direct experience in order to have any chance of understanding. Even then, they noted, it was difficult to explain vegetation change. Pastoralists’ observations of variable vegetation responses under different grazing pressures confirm landscape unpredictability.

In the variability of vegetation, many pastoralists talked about seeing chaos, unpredictability, and abruptness in vegetation change, often associating specific case of vegetation growth particular episodic events. Other examples included sites such as those described above, where the composition of vegetation was seen as unpredictable, varying from season to season and between ‘desirable’ and ‘less desirable’ pasture species. This process of observation and associated knowledge claims is ongoing and is not limited to an older generation of owners. Younger pastoralists also demonstrated and discussed the importance of observing environmental change as they travelled, camped, and worked around the stations in shaping their understanding of country.

What should we make of these pastoralists’ perspectives on change? We can certainly say that while pastoralists have not mitigated wildness, they have brought it within the boundaries of the known and used this to mark themselves off from outsiders. Moreover, the above material could readily be used to valorise local knowledge, long-term commitment to place, humility in the face of nature, and a commitment to coexist with unpredictability. However the observation during fieldwork of one pastoralist, at the forefront of reshaping pastoral stewardship in the 1990s, that certainty was impossibility as ‘the country is too young to know’ are revealing. This resets the clock of history to the beginning of pastoral settlement and experience and places pastoralists and their cattle at the centre of the cosmos and as the focus of a future-oriented time. In this respect it is a good example of the Year Zero identified by Rose as a key element in colonial and ongoing violence to land and people (Rose, 2004). It reveals a monological prospective in dialogue with itself even as it has the appearance of a more thoughtful and ethical engagement with nature.
Gardening the Centre

The perspectives on cattle and environmental change above highlight two key general points. First, that unpredictability and change is a key constituent element of this manifestation of pastoral socio-nature. Second, within this form of socio-nature cattle are, at worst, neutral in their impact on country. Consistent with critical domestication, there is a parallel but contradictory manifest form of this expression of pastoral stewardship based in reciprocity amid unpredictability. They key elements of this parallel form are linearity in environmental change and the role of cattle as agents in materially improving country. Pastoralists see the agency of cattle in soil disturbance which provides hoof indentations and breaks up the soil surface to facilitate seed and moisture penetration of the soil². Pastoralists commonly referred to the role of cattle in ‘opening up’ vegetation and to seeing seeds and seedlings in hoof prints and vegetation growing on bare areas following the introduction of cattle to an area. This was evident in one older pastoralist’s comment that stocking is ‘just like ploughing the land’ and that of another in his thirties who argued that cattle had caused a transition from unpalatable spinifex grass to palatable pasture species on their property. Another commented that when land left the pastoral estate and cattle were removed, for example when land was transferred to Aboriginal ownership, it went backwards to being ‘wild country’.

The belief that cattle ‘improve’ the land implies, that for pastoralists, not only do cattle change the landscape for the better, they actually play a role in creating it and rendering it culturalised ‘country’. Pastoralists’ evidence to the 1964 Land Board hearing in Alice Springs and the views of the late prominent pastoralist Ted Hayes illustrate the ingrained nature of these beliefs in pastoral culture and their deep historical roots. For example, Hayes claimed that the Todd River valley was transformed from ‘bulldust’ to some of the best stands of grass and top feed in the district following stocking (Anonymous, 1987). According to Hayes, the ‘cattle created a different sort of topsoil texture which allowed moisture to penetrate and seed to set’ (Anonymous, 1987 p. 26-27)³.

A revealing example of the improvement of country in pastoral historical memory is found in Robinson’s account of her family’s settlement at Glen Maggie, 125 kilometres north of Alice Springs (Robinson, 1999). This is an account of 'improvement' that can be pinpointed to a particular rainfall pattern. It illustrates how the memory of such events is carried within pastoral families and reproduced for wider audiences. In Robinson’s account of her grandmother’s observations, the country improves with cattle grazing:
Liz noticed an improvement in grasses and…shrubbery. Because she was a gardener…she believed the cattle were responsible. Their hooves broke up the topsoil and their bodily waste nourished the soil…Every hoof indent left a cradle for new seeds…and held little pockets of water (Robinson, 1999, p.43).

Amid fragmentary historical records of arid zone environmental change (Lunney, 2001) such pieces of information become significant. Amongst pastoralists they form part of a collective memory as husbanded by senior and elderly members of the pastoralist community such as Robinson; she herself grew up hearing the story from her grandmother (J. Robinson, pers. comm. 8/1999).

The importance of particular events in CA can be also be discerned from the Nicker/Robinson account of environmental change. Liz Nicker’s observations can be dated to the period 1914-1930 (Robinson, 1999). The time of the Nicker family’s arrival happened to coincide with a period of below median rainfall (Figure one). The two vertical lines delineate the Nicker’s period at Glen Maggie. It can be seen that rainfall was low for the first five years of their time at Glen Maggie. This was followed, from 1920, by four years of exceptionally heavy rainfall.

Such rainfall peaks are associated with large-scale regeneration and growth of vegetation (Griffin & Friedel, 1985). From this rainfall evidence that the family memory of cattle improving the country is associated in time with a period in which large-scale vegetation growth would be expected due to rainfall. This association between a specific rainfall period, a conclusion drawn at the time (cattle are ‘good for country’), and the subsequent influence of this observation, point to the role of events at a local or regional level in the construction of knowledge systems and of pastoral culture. The narrative of ‘improvement’ is widespread and persistent, and has shown itself to be resilient in the face of contradictory or more nuanced scientific evidence and information presented over decades by government and other scientists.

In these narratives, cattle are modifying the landscape and the landscape is responding to the presence of pastoralism. Cattle (re)create the landscape, they make it what it has become today. In their ‘gardening’, cattle mimic and enhance natural processes. Cattle enact
stewardship; they are not only good for country, they make country good. In so doing they echo more linear pathways of improvement through cultivation for agriculture and rein in agrios in favour of a pastoral domus but in a form distinct from that embodied in living with chaos.

Redrawing the boundaries; Landcare, rabbits and modernising management.

In the 1980s pastoralists formed a Landcare group, the CLMA, which operates to the present day. This group has been very successful in attracting funding and raising the profile of pastoral land management. It has also acted as a key conduit by which NT and national land management reform programs have reached pastoralists. This success has included winning a national Landcare group award in 1998 in competition with almost 5000 groups. Pastoralists are not always united in their views and since its inception, the CLMA has trodden a line between advocating land management reform and presenting its activities as the inevitable evolution of long-held and authoritative pastoral stewardship. Inevitably perhaps, its early days were characterised by defensiveness (Gill, 2004).

In the 1990s a younger generation of pastoralists began to modernise the CLMA. This did not however lead to a strategy of demarcating a progressive present from a past of poor management. Instead, pastoral stewardship in the Landcare era has been presented as a continuation of the past. Pastoral stewardship, repackaged consistently with contemporary sustainability, has been presented as unchanging and as inherent to pastoralists’ identity, practice, and interests. Some instances of this come from a 1999 CLMA symposium. A pastoralist from a long-standing family in the region argued that his family at least had always been conservationists of some sort noting that in the early 20th century criticism of their stock numbers as ‘understocking…was based on southern opinions [that] failed to recognise that understocking prior to the sinking of bores was the only safeguard for the survival of…the fragile land’ (Hayes, 1999b)⁴. Similarly he argued that criticism of overstocking in the 1960s was misplaced as pastoralists were reducing stock numbers. He went on to say that ‘we are at heart conservationists…We are aware of the fact that the property has to be left in as good a condition as we found it’. The CLMA president, a younger member of the same family also spoke of the stewardship credentials of pastoralists:
Whether you call them the stewards of the land or any other trendy name the fact remains they are the ones who have put generations of work and investment into the region. They have the experience of the dramatic changes…that are natural to the region (Hayes, 1999a).

These Landcare-based narratives draw on complexity and cyclical change as discussed earlier in relation to short-term and long-term environmental change. However, Landcare practices and discourses breathe new life into older ideas of improvement and linear progress, marrying them with ecological conservation and improved grazing management. This is evident in various ways, not least in CLMA's rabbit control programs and in grazing management programs. In these two programs in particular, animals, rabbits and cattle, remain key agents in enacting pastoral stewardship, working against and within nature respectively such that cattle continue to make country good as agents of improved and increasingly ecologically-based management.

Here I use rabbit control to show how management is aligned with contemporary resource management norms. In Australia, rabbits are regarded as a major feral pest causing land degradation, costs to primary industry, and adverse impacts on native fauna and flora. Rabbit control projects have been a key part of the CLMA operations, and have at times dominated their budget and public profile (Gill, 2004).

The CLMA emphasises the environmental impacts of rabbits (CLMA, 1997). Such impacts can scarcely be argued with. These same impacts, however, can also be attributed to cattle, although on this matter there is a relative silence in CLMA discourse (Gill, 2003). More significantly, as rabbits are singled out as agents of ecological villainy they become key to modernising the binary opposites of order and chaos in pastoral culture. Rabbits are a necessary part of the process of ‘monological transformation... essential to successful colonisation’ (Rose, 2004, p.151); necessary in the sense that the demarcation and characterisation of order requires its corollary, disorder. If the successful reproduction and legitimating work of pastoral stewardship is to be continued in an era when older notions of stewardship through productive use and improvement have less traction, then new realms of disorder which can be domesticated are required. Rabbits do this work.

Connecting, by CLMA, past and present stewardship through rabbit control is a twofold process. First, as is evident in the CLMA's 1997 entry for the nature conservation award in
the national Landcare awards (CLMA, 1997), the CLMA positions pastoralists as experienced people who physically engage with nature. This compares with outsiders, such as urban newcomers who merely talk about what should be done on the basis of book learning. The entry notes that ‘rabbits are beatable, but just talking about it isn’t sufficient and ‘we could talk about rabbit control for another 20 years or we could start doing it. The CLMA chose to start’ (CLMA, 1997, no page numbers). Second, rabbit control is characterised as a key practice of environmental care by, for example, positioning rabbits as an ‘environmental disaster’ (CLMA, 1997). The parameters of this disaster are competition with native animals, threats to rare plants, loss of shrubs, poor quality species composition due to selective rabbit foraging, and erosion due to denudation (CLMA, 1997). The CLMA response has been to encourage landholders to manage rabbits, to support these landholders with advice and resources, and to monitor the impacts of control work. To undertake this work the CLMA obtained funding through Landcare programs. The primary means of control were warren destruction with heavy machinery, fumigation, and the release of fleas as vectors for two diseases, myxomatosis and rabbit haemorrhagic disease. A key element of the rabbit projects were associated monitoring programs. These projects attracted national interest and funding and in 2000 the CLMA won the national Landcare Research award for this monitoring work. The monitoring projects were a key means by which a dimension of ecological care became more closely integrated with pastoral stewardship and then projected to a wider audience through various means such as pamphlets aimed at the general public, media, the Alice Springs show, as well as the Landcare awards. The monitoring was a credible program with treatment and control sites aimed at establishing baseline information regarding the impact of rabbit control on vegetation, predators, and native mammals (CLMA & Parks and Wildlife Commission NT, 1996).

In reducing rabbit numbers pastoralists see themselves as enacting the stewardship of broader national interests in both ecological conservation and sustainable grazing (Cadzow, 1993). While the CLMA promotes rabbits as destructive, implicit in the narrative and practice of rabbit control is a productive tension for pastoralists. In CLMA representation of rabbits and their chaos is that there is an alternative – the orderly pastoral landscape brought about by the mobilisation of pastoral ideals and labour. This is a landscape not only ordered by the markers and practice of long habitation but is also increasingly evidenced by CLMA promotion of scientific rabbit management as well as modern management tools and approaches such as Environmental Management Systems and land systems based grazing
management (Gill, 2004). These tools bring a new vision of pastoral landscape order based on ecological and agronomic science predicated on the possibility of rational mastery of nature (Adams, 1997). Thus do pastoralists continue to seek to ‘reign in the wild’ and ‘mitigate backwardness’ even as they require an ongoing tension between ‘agrios’ (chaos/wildness) and ‘domus’ (order/home) (Anderson, 1997) in difficult and variable rangelands landscapes that resist overt transformation. In this tension lies the space for the ongoing production and seamless evolution of pastoral stewardship.

The representation of unbroken pastoral stewardship continues in a more recent CLMA project that connects past and present. This is a resurvey of sites surveyed during the 1960s drought by the New South Wales Soil Conservation Service (Condon et al., 1969). Between 1993 and 1995 one of the authors of the 1960s research resurveyed many of the sites with support from the National Landcare Program (Cunningham, 1995). The findings were of overall improvement on criteria such as soil stability, presence of perennial species, and pasture cover. The key findings of ‘improvement’ remain prominently listed on the CLMA website (CLMA, 2009) and the 1997 biannual report (CLMA, 1997) that formed the basis of the 1998 National Landcare award includes photos demonstrating improvement between 1965 and the time of the resurvey. In the complexity of environmental change in CA, such data as yielded by the methodology of this resurvey are likely of little scientific validity. It does however provide evidence of change that is consistent with broader pastoral understandings of change in the landscape, the role of cattle and their sense of stewardship. Its context encompasses the experience and interpretations of change discussed earlier as well as other contemporaneous pastoralist interpretations of the neutral or positive role of cattle associated with pasture condition monitoring carried out by the NT government (Gill, 2003).

**Discussion**

Critical domestication is concerned not so much with particular manifestations of ideals, such as cultivation, but processes by which humanist ontologies of human distinction from the natural world are realised and states of civilisation attained. My aim here is in part to emphasise the plurality of such states, to explore their contingency, realisation, and ongoing political significance. I do this in a region where colonial ideals of land use that have been understood to mark such states of civilisation have manifestly not been met. Yet, this Central Australian study demonstrates how settlement ideals associated with landscapes of cultivation and a classically humanist trajectory of development from a state of nature have persisted in
diverse forms and in landscapes where the ideals are usually understood to have failed. For pastoralists, humanity is not realised by simply transcending the natural or the animal (Anderson, 2003) but by entering into relationships with these. They have forged long term individual and collective relationships with cattle, rabbits, plants, and rain to rein in wildness.

For pastoralists this is achieved in two distinct and seemingly inconsistent ways. First, they harness experience, observation, persistence, and inter-generational narratives of unpredictability and chaos in nature to build reciprocity with nature without agricultural transformation. Pastoral land settlement, long-term experience, patience, and management interventions bring order and are contrasted with the chaos and state of wildness of land without people and their cattle. This is not to say, however, that wildness is erased. On the contrary, for pastoralists, the ascent out of nature, the creation of a pastoral domus, occurs precisely through specific relationships in time and space with nature, both with specific biophysical events and processes and with successive events and cycles of environmental change over longer periods. Various animals by whose presence or removal order is created, maintained or wrested back, materially or symbolically, are also central players. Paradoxically agrios is held at bay by its very emplacement within pastoral culture. Temporal scale is key to this emplacement. Individual events and fluctuations attain meaning only within larger and cyclical time scales. At such scales, pastoralists find affirmation of themselves and their occupation of land, and reciprocity with the land.

Second, alongside pastoral engagement with chaotic nature beyond the transformative capabilities of humans and cattle is a view of nature as linear and malleable. Over the latter half of the twentieth century pastoralists have represented the role of cattle in altering the land as akin to natural processes and as part of a normative trajectory of improvement. In this perspective, cattle work within nature and imprint pastoralism into the very fabric of the land and thereby realise and enhance value; pastoralism and the presence of cattle become part of the land and thereby ‘nature’ and ‘natural’. ‘Improvement’ itself is thus seen as a natural process but not only this; it is achieved with nature, as cattle work in concert with soils and plants to improve country. For pastoralists cattle are not only ‘good for country’ as they sometimes say; they make country good, materially and symbolically.

The work and positioning of the CLMA allows pastoralists to connect these two perspectives to simultaneously assert unbroken stewardship of CA while also reinventing it. Through the
CLMA, pastoralists continue to draw on long term experience of change and persistence to position themselves as knowledgeable and deeply-rooted insiders in contrast to feckless and fickle outsiders. At the same time they draw on evidence of ‘improvement’ since the 1960s, their ability to manage the destabilising presence of rabbits, and, more implicitly, their management of cattle. For the pastoralists, by the 1990s, CA’s ‘state of nature’ has been brought into an ordered fold of human endeavour and accommodation and rabbits represent a threat to this.

In the process of controlling rabbits, pastoralists reveal much about the boundaries they draw to delineate what belongs and what doesn’t in CA. Rabbit control and monitoring by pastoralists and the CLMA are key means by which pastoralists reproduce and modernise the order that pastoralism brings. Crucially this is done through alloying the techniques and ideals of ecological conservation with long-standing pastoral identification as stewards. Pastoralists thereby not only draw boundaries between pastoral and other natures, but they are also contesting images of themselves as anachronistic remnants of more exploitative times and are seeking to reclaim the moral high ground, now framed less in productivist terms and more in ecological and other values.

Pastoral stewardship, then is not amenable to being simply read off from practices or beliefs captured at a particular time. Stewardship is a better understood as an achievement that has temporal and experiential depth as well as collective and individual dimensions. It is also not solely a human achievement – particular events such as rainfall or erosion events, animals, and environmental processes are intertwined with variable social contexts and moralities. These entanglements facilitate both consistency and change in pastoral culture and stewardship. Notions of improvement, for example, justify early settlement, underpin a sense of how cattle belong in CA, and are enacted by cattle themselves. Yet, improvement ideals also underpin more recent practices of ecological care such as the control of rabbits and longer term recovery from the 1960s drought alongside continued pastoral land use. Such variable practices of pastoral care over long time periods demonstrate the entanglement of stewardship as care in a range of complex and ambiguous relationships. They also show how a focus on care, uncritically conceived, may miss the significant political and cultural work that stewardship is doing over time. This analysis of various articulations of what could readily be interpreted as pastoralist ‘care’ and as embodying worthy relationships to land and place shows that these are always entwined with the politics of land. At all times, despite its
changing moralities and forms, pastoral stewardship over the latter half of the twentieth century is part of a persistent framework of domestication by which wildness is simultaneously ‘reined’ in and accommodated, and pastoral dominion asserted.

**Conclusion**

To address my aim of critically examining the evolution of stewardship in CA I have undertaken a biographical analysis of pastoral stewardship over several decades of the twentieth century. This analysis has shown the important role of various forms of chaos and trajectories to order in constituting and reconstituting stewardship over time and the ongoing significance of their apparently paradoxical but parallel and often interpolated persistence. The specifics of the interpolation of continuity and discontinuity generate and maintain meaning that supports internal cultural cohesion and does political work in struggles over land. The concept of critical domestication provides a framework within which I have been able to place the development of pastoral stewardship in a deeper temporal and cultural context, demonstrating that it is not a given ‘transhistorical process’ that unfolds but is a ‘political activity embedded within concrete human practices’ (Anderson, 1997, p.481). In moving beyond a paradigm of interpreting inland settlement through cultural transfer and adaptation to one that recognises pastoralists’ relationships to land and place, we should not uncritically privilege claims to belong and to know nor should we deploy local environmental knowledge without awareness of its cultural and historical contexts.

Finally, stewardship is not only embedded within human practices but also within the actions and effects of a range of non-humans such as rabbits, cattle, plants, soil, and rain. Rural stewardship is more than a bundle of attitudes held and practices enacted. In CA, environmental change and the actions of animals make a difference to the development of stewardship and to the institutions that give expression to it. Such effect does not, however, arise from any essential properties of these non-humans; it varies according to the times, to the nature of encounters, and to the expressions of their capacity to act. This suggests, not the end of stewardship’s usefulness to analysis of land use and management, but the potential of a reinvigoration of analyses of rural stewardship. Such a reinvigoration would are encompass the coproduction of the socio-natures that constitute forms of stewardship at particular junctures of space and time.
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Notes

1. A transcript is held at the Department of Resources library in Alice Springs.
2. While grazing certainly brings environmental change, the role of cattle-induced changes in soil characteristics is less clear, is likely multi-directional, and may even be negligible (Doudill et al., 1998).
3. Long term exclosures provide evidence for such claims that is equivocal at best (Gill, 2003).
4. The reference to ‘southern opinions’ derives in part from 1863-1911. By the 1890s large pastoral companies had failed and low capital operators, including the Hayes, moved in. Historically, pastoral settlement was characterised by differences between optimistic government plans and settlers’ experience of the environmental limits (Heathcote, 1965). It is quite feasible that the Hayes were criticised for understocking. Pastoralists now perceive that ‘outsiders’ criticise them for overstocking and continue do so without experience of arid environments.
5. I have presented Alice Springs data as data for the nearest (13km) rainfall station to Glen Maggie, Aileron, only exists from 1949. There is a significant correlation between Alice Springs and Aileron rainfall (Kendall’s tau-b = 0.546, p<0.001).
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